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COLLEGE STUDENTS' UNION ELECTIONS 2023-24

MODEL CODE OF CONDUCT

1. Pasting of posters (including Stickers with adhesive) hoardings or defacement of
walls in any form is strictly prohibited. Only handmade posters can be pasted at the

designated place "Wall of Democracy".

2. Using Public Address System, beating of drums and raising slogans is not allowed
inside or in the vicinity of the college.

3. Contesting candidates are not allowed to influence student voters by distributing of
any kind of gift/complimentary items with or without their names on them or giving
parties. Violation of this rule will disqualify the candidate(s) concern.

4. Vehicles are not allowed inside the college premises.

5. Contesting Candidate should not be accompanied by more than four bonafide students

of the college for canvassing. Entry of outsiders in the college premises is totally
banned.

6. The candidate should have passed all the papers in the last examinations and in no

event should have any academic arrear(s) such as E.R etc. Candidate interested to

contest for any post will have to submit photocopy of the mark sheet for the

verification of hislher result.

7. No candidate contesting elections should have been convicted for any criminal

offence by any Court of Law or punished by the University in terms of Clause 9 of
DUSU Constitution.

8. Any violation of the abovementioned model code shall constitute an act of
indiscipline as per Ordinance XV (b) of the University.

9. No Candidate is allowed to contest the Election for any Post of the college Students'

Union if he/she has been punished by the college Authority including the Proctorial

Board/DRC for any offence.

Returning Officer
Students' Union Election 2023-24
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